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1. Strategy: 
In order to remove excuses people have about not having time to go to a voting location, we 
will devise mobile voting booths incorporated with live advertising. 
 
2. Tagline: 
Your vote carries the nation. 
 

3. Ideas 
A. Mobile voting booth backpacks.  

You know when you need to write something and you ask a friend to bend over so 
you can use their back as a desk? It’s like that only way more important. This execution 
would involve recruiting voting check in people (they have to pass a class about verifying 
people’s IDs) to wear a lightweight version of a voting booth attached to them via a structure 
similar to the shower curtain costume pictured below. They would walk around and check 
people in and literally turn around and allow the person to fill out their ballot in the booth on 
their backs. They would be accompanied by runners who would take the ballots in secure 
boxes to a golf cart that would turn them in at the nearest polling station.  
 

+  
 

The backpackers and the runners would be dressed in clothes bearing the tagline in 
red, white and blue. The booths would have a little curtain for people to duck under while 
they vote that would also be branded with the tagline. 

If the voting regulations allow, the backpacks could also contain iPads that were set 
up to do digital voting, eliminating the need for as many runners or cumbersome physical 
ballots. However, having the physical ballots (just in case) could keep things running 
smoothly in case of technical difficulties or if people desire them instead of the iPad.  
 
B. Posters leading up to voting day 

These posters would help people better understand the idea of mobile voting. In 
locations where the backpack booths would appear, posters would go up 6 days in 
advance. Featuring the tagline at the top, cartoonish pictures of the volunteers with 
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backpack booths and instructions would appear on some posters. Other posters would have 
cartoonish images of citizens (looking different- different races, some students, some young 
professionals, etc.) holding an “I voted” sticker over their heads like they are holding up 
something very heavy.  
 
The cartoons would be in this posterized style: 
 

 
 

 
C. Mobile website so you can find the backpack booths 

People are not likely to download a native app for one time use, so there would be a 
mobile website showing the locations of the booths on Google maps. It would update every 
30 minutes. 

Ideally, it would also be able to change the colors of the icons according to line 
length. If the line is long or there are delays, the runners can text the app control center and 
the icons would change from green (short line- less than 10 minutes) to yellow (medium 
length line- longer than 10 minutes) or red (very long line or other delay-longer than 20 
minutes). The GPS tags would simply be tracked by the volunteer’s phone so they wouldn't 
have to carry extra weight or equipment. This execution could also be applied to stationary 
booths, since long lines are a voting deterrent. 

 
D. QR code to get a special “I voted in a backpack booth” badge for Facebook 

At the mobile polling stations, a person with a sandwich board branded with the 
tagline would have a giant QR code people could scan with their phone. This person would 
hand out the traditional “I Voted” stickers, but people could also scan the QR code with their 
smartphone and get a picture uploaded on their Facebook as a status that would say “I 
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Voted and my vote carried the nation” showing the cartoon backpack booth man from the 
posters. This would create talk value and shareability of the activity with friends.  

This image/badge could also be used to partner with local businesses offering 
discounts to voters. For example, here in Austin, Bird’s Barbershop offers $2 off haircuts 
when you show your “I voted” sticker. We could offer them incentive to give $3 off if you 
show your Facebook picture instead. 
 
E. Photo specialty backpacks 

Since there will be a huge novelty factor, people will want to take pictures. Since you 
can’t exactly take pictures of people voting, we could hire an actor/model to wear a 
backpack that does not actually function and allow people to take pictures with him. A 
photographer would upload the images to Instagram with the hashtag #votecarriesthenation 
and people could tag themselves and download the images later.  
 

 

 


